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Application of statistical-overlap theory to gas chromatograms
simulated on nonpolar stationary phases with commercial software
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Abstract

Scores of gas chromatograms of complex nonpolar mixtures were simulated on nonpolar stationary phases with
commercial software. The mixtures included petroleum, alkanes, pesticides, flavors and fragrances, drugs, volatiles,
industrial solvents, phenoxy acids, semivolatiles, C-, N-, and S-containing polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, Arochlors,
and polychlorinated biphenyls, naphthalenes, dibenzo-p-dioxins, and dibenzofurans. With commercial software, the retention

´times of mixture components were calculated from Kovats retention indices, and the standard deviations of single-component
peaks were calculated from the modified Golay–Giddings equation. These peak parameters then were used to predict the
numbers of peaks expected in the chromatograms, using laboratory software based on the point-process statistical theory of
overlap and the Poisson distribution. In most cases, the predictions agreed very well with the numbers of peaks found in
chromatograms simulated with the peak parameters. This agreement verified that the interval between successive single-
component peaks in most gas chromatograms of complex nonpolar mixtures developed on nonpolar stationary phases can be
represented by a random variable. Statistical-overlap theory can be applied to such chromatograms.  1999 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction using probability theory. The theories and their
applications have been reviewed [7–9].

Several theories have modelled by statistical The point-process overlap theory associated with
means the overlap of peaks in one-dimensional the senior author is now more sophisticated than that
separations of complex mixtures [1–6]. These first proposed by Giddings and him [1]. The latter
theories are principally of two types. In the first, the theory was extended to address systematic variations
intervals between adjacent peaks are interpreted of the density [10] and standard deviation [10,11] of
using point-process statistics [1,2,5]; in the second, single-component peaks (i.e., peaks produced by
the frequency content of the separation is interpreted pure mixture components) in separations, to predict
using Fourier analysis [3,4]. The basis of both types mixture attributes in small regions of separations
of theory is that the elution times of components in [12], and to describe overlap in separations using
complex mixtures cannot be controlled completely statistics other than Poisson statistics [13]. Recently,
by the researcher. Thus, the interval between adja- it also was extended to predict the total number of
cent peaks is a random variable that can be described peaks [5,14] and numbers of singlet, doublet, triplet,

etc., peaks [15] in separations having severe overlap.
*Corresponding author. These latter extensions required a re-examination of
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resolution and removed many ambiguities then exist- namics and transport properties (e.g., viscosity, diffu-
ing in theory, which now rests on fairly solid sion coefficients, etc.). In particular, gas chromatog-
physical principles. raphy is mimicked with relative ease. In this paper,

In spite of this status, one might ask, ‘‘So what?’’ we develop simulations of gas chromatograms using
The question is legitimate. Extensive tests of point- the commercial software, Pro ezGC, and compare the
process overlap theory by simple simulations of numbers of peaks in these simulations to ones
separations have verified its predictions [5,10,11,13– predicted by point-process overlap theory. Specifical-
17]. The problem is that these simulations tested the ly, scores of temperature-programmed chromato-
mathematical aspects of theory but not the validity of grams of several mixtures of compounds, e.g.,
the assumptions on which theory is based. For volatiles, industrial solvents, petroleum, pesticides,
example, the interval between single-component flavors and fragrances, polynuclear aromatic hydro-
peaks (i.e., SCPs) in these simulations was modelled carbons containing C, N, and S atoms, Arochlors,
by a random variable. Such modelling is a good test and polychlorinated biphenyls, naphthalenes, diben-
of any theory based on this assumption but it does zo-p-dioxins, and dibenzofurans, were simulated on
not test the validity of the assumption itself. the stationary phases, 100% methylsilicone and 5%

In addition to simulations, point-process overlap phenyl- /95% methylsilicone. The numbers of peaks
theory has been applied to experimental chromato- so determined were compared to those predicted by
grams. These applications were of two types. The theory. Close agreement was interpreted as a suc-
first, which are few in number, were to chromato- cessful description of that gas chromatogram by
grams containing known numbers of SCPs [18,19]. theory.
Here, the predictions of theory were verified. The We emphasize that these simulations differ mark-
latter, which are larger in number, were to poorly edly from those reported earlier by us and others,
characterized chromatograms containing unknown and their purpose also differs. In early simulations,
numbers of SCPs [5,10,12,16,20–25]. These predic- the interval between SCPs was forced to be a
tions were not confirmed; indeed, one purpose of random variable, and the simulations only confirmed
overlap theory is to make predictions of attributes mathematical aspects of theory. In the Pro ezGC
that cannot be measured easily. The researchers simulations, however, the interval between SCPs is
making the applications (including the senior author) determined by thermodynamics and transport prop-
assumed that the predictions were correct, provided erties. In other words, no statistical hypothesis is
that certain criteria were met. Not everyone shares made. Consequently, these simulations assist in
this assumption, however, and perhaps one reason is testing if the interval between SCPs in complex gas
that too few applications verifying theory have been chromatograms is a random variable, and the test is
reported. made using a theory whose rigor has been estab-

One action that could improve confidence in lished when the interval is indeed a random variable.
overlap theory is its successful application to a large A reasonable question to ask is, ‘‘Why has such a
number of fully characterized mixtures differing study not been made until now?’’ The answer is that,
widely in chemical composition. The simplest such until recently, point-process overlap theory was not
mixture is a synthetic one prepared from pure powerful enough to describe overlap in any but the
standards; since its composition is known, the pre- most carefully controlled separations. This short-
dictions of theory can be tested. The practical coming no longer exists, as we shall show.
limitations of such a study, however, are large. First,
many costly high-purity standards would be needed;
secondly, one would have to arbitrarily select or 2. Theory
reject standards for inclusion in mixtures; and finally,
the time required for the chromatographic analyses The theory below is a composite of several
would be large. extensions, one of which is introduced here for the

A realistic alternative is to simulate separations first time, of the simple result first published by
using software having sound bases in thermody- Giddings and the senior author [1]
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¯p 5 m exp(2a) (1) is the expected number of SCPs (i.e., points) in
interval X. The pdf f(z ) quantifies the density of

¯where p, m, and a are defined below. While insight- SCPs at z, i.e., f(z ) is large when many SCPs are
ful, Eq. (1) has too many limitations to be very found near z and small when they are not. The pdf
useful (see below). f(z ) is related to other aspects of Eqs. (2)–(4) by

In the extended theory used here, each single- [10]
component peak (i.e., SCP) is represented by a point

1at its center. The SCPs (points) are distributed along
separation coordinate x, which parallels the sepa- ¯l(z ) 5 mf(z ) /X; E f(z )dz 5 1 (5)
ration axis. The intervals between adjacent SCPs 0

(i.e., adjacent points) are described by a probability
In Eq. (3), a(x) (or a(z )) is the saturation of thedensity function (pdf), h(x, z), where z is a coordi-
separation at x [1]nate that also parallels the separation axis and whose

origin is an SCP center. The number, h(x, z)dz, is the *a(x) 5 l(x)x (x) 5 4l(x)s(x)R (x);0 Sprobability that the subsequent SCP lies between z
¯ *a(z ) 5 4mf(z )s(z )R (z ) (6)and z1dz. S

If h(x, z) is the inhomogeneous Poisson pdf [26] where s(z )5s(x) /X. The saturation is a measure of
z the amount of overlap at x, i.e., if a(x) is large, then

h(x, z) 5 l(x) exp 2E l(u)du (2) overlap at x is high; if a(x) is small, then overlap at x1 2
is low.0

Although not stated explicitly in the above equa-where l(x) is the density of SCPs (i.e., the average
* * *tions, R varies with a (i.e., R 5R (a)) and thisS S Snumber of SCPs per unit time) at x and u is a

variation can be predicted by theory [5,14]. Thedummy variable, then the average number p of peaks
variation occurs because resolution is defined forexpected in a separation of extent X is [10]
only two SCPs, whereas observed adjacent peaks in

X saturated separations often contain more than one
SCP.p 5E l(x) exp[2l(x)x (x)]dx0

The new extension of theory reported here is the0

description of overlap in saturated separations having1

variable SCP density. Earlier extensions addressed¯5 m E f(z ) exp[2f(z )a(z )]dz (3)
separately the descriptions of overlap in unsaturated

0 separations having variable SCP density [10] and
where x50 is the beginning coordinate of the saturated separations having constant SCP density
separation and x (x) is the average minimum interval [5,14]. It is simple to describe both simultaneously.0

between adjacent SCPs required for separation at x. *The consequence is that R , which was constant inS
This interval is related to the average minimum the former description and varied with a in the latter,

*resolution R (x) required for separation at x by [1] now varies with both a and x since a itself variesS

with SCP density l(x) and standard deviation s(x).*x (x) 5 4s(x)R (x) (4)0 S Rather than signify this variation by the awkward
* *where s(x) is the standard deviation of SCPs at x. By symbol, R (x, a(x)), we will use R (x). The exten-S S

minimum resolution, one means that this resolution, sion has been confirmed by simulation [29].
or a larger one, results in separation. The reason that Eqs. (2)–(6) clearly are more complicated than is

*R (x) is an average value is that different minimum Eq. (1) but they are the basis of a better overlapS

resolutions are needed to separate two SCPs having theory. The reasons are three-fold: (1) the density of
different ratios of maximum heights (or intensities), SCPs varies throughout the separation, instead of
and these different resolutions must be averaged being constant; (2) the standard deviations of SCPs
[5,14,27,28]. vary throughout the separation, instead of being

¯In Eq. (3), reduced coordinate z equals x /X and m constant; and (3) theory predicts overlap in both well
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resolved and poorly resolved separations, instead of ness, 0.25 mm. A single temperature program, 408C
to 2508C at 48C/min with subsequent isothermalonly well resolved separations.
operation at 2508C, was used first, and the initialEquations that are similar to Eqs. (2)–(6) can be
temperature then was raised, if necessary, to elute thewritten for any inhomogeneous pdf. Only the Pois-
first SCP within 10 min. On one occasion, a finalson pdf is investigated here, however, because it is
temperature of 2908C was required. Successive win-the most appropriate pdf to use when a very large
dows of a complex chromatogram were developednumber of homologous series are present in a
using the same temperature program. Most sepa-mixture [3,30]. In this paper, we principally are
rations were completed within 30 min; all wereinterested in how well point-process overlap theory
completed within 60 min. The stationary phasesbased on the Poisson pdf describes overlap in
investigated were 100% methylsilicone (e.g., RTX-1,realistic simulations of gas chromatograms of nonpo-
DB-1, etc.) and 5% phenyl- /95% methylsiliconelar compounds on nonpolar phases.
(e.g., RTX-5, DB-5, etc.).

The SCP retention times were calculated by Pro
´ezGC from Kovats retention indices either reported3. Procedures

in the literature or measured by the software distri-
buter. The SCP widths at baseline were calculated by3.1. Gas chromatographic simulations
Pro ezGC using the modified Golay–Giddings equa-
tion and then increased 11.1% (the software defaultThe software, Pro ezGC for Windows, Version 2
value) to mimic more realistic conditions (i.e.,(Restek, Bellefonte, PA, USA), was used with minor
observed efficiencies usually are less than theoreticalmodification of its libraries. These libraries contain
ones). These baseline widths then were converted tocompounds identified as mixture components by
standard deviations by dividing by 4.various researchers and entered into the database by

ASCII files of these retention times and standardthe software supplier. However, they are not com-
deviations then were created and read by a FOR-prehensive, i.e., unidentified compounds are not (and
TRAN program written in-house to simulate chro-cannot be) included. Most libraries were used as
matograms. In the chromatograms, SCPs were Gaus-distributed. We compiled additional libraries by
sians having the exponentially distributed amplitudesgrouping compounds in the Pro ezGC database
(or intensities) that closely mimic the amplitudes ofaccording to various classifiers of interest to us, e.g.,
SCPs in many natural-product mixtures [21,31,32].drug type, atom type, isotopic substitution, etc.

Specifically, a chromatogram c(t) containing mSeveral software-supplied libraries contained hun-
components was calculated at discrete times t asdreds of compounds, whereas Pro ezGC simulates

mchromatograms having only 100 components or less.
2 2c(t) 5O A exp[2(t 2 t ) /(2s )] (7)With such libraries, we mimicked ‘‘windows’’ of i r ii

i51chromatograms containing as many contiguously
where t and s are the retention time and standardeluting compounds as possible, with different win- r ii

deviation of the ith SCP, as predicted by Pro ezGC,dows containing different compounds. Most win-
and A is an exponentially distributed random num-dows were chosen to span certain carbon-number i

ber. Chromatograms containing as few as five and asranges, but since we often used as many compounds
many as 100 components were calculated.as possible to obtain good statistics, windows some-

For each input file of t ’s and s ’s, 100 simula-times contained a few compounds having either one r ii

more or one less carbon than indicated by the range. tions were developed with different A ’s. This actioni

The retention times and baseline widths of SCPs mimicked a random change of component concen-
generated by compounds in Pro ezGC were calcu- trations in the chromatogram but left unchanged the
lated under the following conditions: mobile phase, retention times and standard deviations. The numbers
helium; mobile phase delivery, constant pressure at of peaks, as identified by maxima, in the 100
an initial linear velocity of 30 cm/s; capillary length simulations were counted, and averages and standard
and I.D., 30 m and 250 mm; stationary-phase thick- deviations were calculated.
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3.2. Prediction of p was found. The evaluations were made using a linear
*interpolation of coordinates, (a, R ), previouslyS

The retention times and standard deviations calcu- calculated for the Poisson pdf.
lated by Pro ezGC also were used to predict p, Eq.
(3), by a FORTRAN program written in-house. 3.3. Comparison of simulation results and p

For each input file, the frequency f(z ) was
estimated from retention times by computing the The average number of maxima in the gas-chro-
discrete cumulative distribution function F(z ) at matographic simulations was compared to p. Close
equally spaced values of z and then numerically agreement was interpreted as support of the hypoth-
differentiating it, i.e., f(z )5dF(z ) /dz. The value of esis that the interval between SCPs in that chromato-
F(z ) was computed as the fraction of reduced gram is a random variable that can be described
retention times (t 2 t ) /X less than or equal to z, using point-process overlap theory based on Poissonr ri 1

with X equal to t 2 t , the difference between the statistics. Disagreement was interpreted as refutationr rm 1

retention times of the first (t ) and mth (t ) of this hypothesis.r r1 m

component. The basis of these computations is
explained elsewhere [10]. 3.4. Miscellaneous

The number of coordinates used to compute F(z )
and f(z ) increased with m. In general, a large Pro ezGC was run on a 486 DX4 100 Mz personal
number of coordinates is desirable, because the computer operating under Windows 3.1. FORTRAN
variation of f(z ) with z then is reasonably modelled. calculations were made using Language Systems
However, accurate values of f(z ) can be calculated FORTRAN (Language Systems, Sterling, VA, USA)
only if several components also have retention times on a Macintosh 4400 200 MHz Power personal
near z ; otherwise f(z ) is undersampled. For m.20, computer and also FORTRAN PowerStation 32
the coordinate number was INT(m /10)11, where (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) on the 100 Mz
INT is the integer function (e.g., for m542, this personal computer. Graphs of, and fits to, s /X werei

number was 5, with z equal to 0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, made using KaleidaGraph (Synergy Software, Read-
and 1); for m#20, it was 3. Numerical derivatives ing, PA, USA) on either computer (versions 3.0.2 for
were calculated using either quadratic or linear Macintosh and 3.08 for 486 DXY).
approximations (the latter was used at f(z )’s
boundaries). Frequency f(z ) was represented in Eq.
(3) by a 301-point linear interpolation of these 4. Results and discussion
derivatives. The interpolation was integrated between
z 50 and z 51 to confirm the normalization con- Fig. 1a is a graph of average minimum resolution

*straint, Eq. (5). R vs saturation a calculated from theory for theS

*An approximation to reduced standard deviation homogeneous Poisson pdf [5,14]. R decreases withS

s(z ) was made by taking the s values predicted by increasing a, because adjacent observed peaks usual-i

Pro ezGC, dividing them by X 5 t 2 t , and fitting ly are composites of two or more SCPs at large a,r rm 1

them to a polynomial of degree 9 or less. The and the two SCPs that actually are separated (one
function s(z ) in Eq. (3) was represented by the SCP in each observed peak) are fairly close together.

*polynomial. The coordinates, (a, R ), graphed as Fig. 1a areS

The dimensionless integral for p, Eq. (3), was those at which Eq. (6) was evaluated iteratively at
evaluated numerically using Simpson’s rule, with each node of the numerical integration of Eq. (3).

*a(z ) equal to Eq. (6). Because different R ’s are The insert in Fig. 1a is a graph of p vs aS

associated with different a’s (see below), Eq. (6) generated from simulations verifying that coordinates
*was evaluated iteratively by bisection at each node of (a, R ) do describe overlap in separations containingS

the integration, with the functions f(z ) and s(z ) SCPs governed by Poisson pdfs. These simulations
¯described as detailed above and with m approxi- were not generated by Pro ezGC; rather, they

*mated by m, until the appropriate (a, R ) coordinate contained 1000 SCPs whose retention times wereS
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*Fig. 1. (a) Graph of average minimum resolution R vs saturation a for the homogeneous Poisson pdf. Insert is graph of the average numberS

p of peaks vs a calculated from simulations of separations governed by this pdf. (b–f) Simulated chromatograms (or fractions of
chromatograms), as developed on nonpolar stationary phases, of (b) petroleum, (c) pesticides, (d) nitrogen-containing polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons (N-PAHs), (e) Arochlor 1254, and (f) tetrachlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans. Plots immediately above
chromatograms are graphs of a vs time. Stationary phases, numbers m of components, p of expected peaks, and of maxima are reported.
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forced to obey a homogeneous Poisson pdf and our results (tables would be horrific!). With figures,
whose standard deviations were constant. This con- one can tell at a glance how simulation results, p,
stant was calculated from Eq. (6) and the coordi- and m compare.

*nates, (a, R ). The symbols in the insert are the Our results should be viewed as a survey ofS

average numbers of maxima in 100 such simulations; numerous applications of overlap theory to nonpolar
the curve is the expected result, Eq. (1). The two mixtures separable by gas chromatography, so each
agree closely, although a small disagreement is application is discussed only briefly. Fig. 2a–f

*observed at large a. Thus, the coordinates (a, R ) in depicts results for the stationary phase, 100%S

Fig. 1a describe overlap well, if the intervals be- methylsilicone (e.g., RTX-1, DB-1, etc.), and mix-
tween successive SCPs obey Poisson statistics. tures comprised of petroleum, alkanes, pesticides,

We turn to the Pro ezGC simulations to see if this flavors and fragrances, drugs, volatiles, and industrial
behavior is observed. Fig. 1b–f are typical simulated solvents. Fig. 2a shows results for petroleum com-
gas chromatograms calculated from the retention pounds approximately spanning the C to C n-1 21

times and standard deviations predicted by Pro alkanes, with the attribute equal to carbon-number
ezGC. It is clear that overlap is severe in some cases, range (e.g., results are reported for compounds
e.g., in Fig. 1b, only 27 maxima are obtained from roughly spanning the C –C n-alkanes, the C –C1 5 5 6

100 petroleum compounds spanning the C and C n-alkanes, etc.). In effect, the attribute represents9 10

n-alkanes. Inspection shows that both the density and different windows in a single complex petroleum
widths of SCPs vary in the simulations. Immediately chromatogram developed with a single temperature
above the figures are graphs of saturation a vs time program. The agreement between simulation and
calculated from the predicted retention times and theory is excellent, even when the number of peaks
standard deviations. As expected, a is low when the is only 20% of the number of components (e.g., as
separation is uncrowded and high when it is for the C –C range). Because petroleum is a very6 7

crowded. The discontinuities in a are caused by the complex mixture containing many homologous
discrete nature of the numerically determined fre- series, it satisfies conditions for the Poisson pdf and
quency, f(z ). It is clear that a varies in the the agreement between simulation and theory is
simulations. Thus Eq. (1), which is based on con- unsurprising. These results justify the use of the
stant a, is too simple to model overlap in realistic Poisson pdf by us [24] and others [16] in earlier
simulations of gas chromatograms. However, Eq. (3) descriptions of overlap in petroleum gas chromato-
does model overlap well. In the figures, the number grams. In contrast, Dondi et al. found that overlap in
m of components, the expected number p of peaks small domains of naptha gas chromatograms was
predicted by Eq. (3), and the number of maxima in described best by pdfs other than Poisson [33], and
the simulations are reported, and the latter two Felinger justified this finding using variance–time
numbers agree closely. curves [30].

Subsequent graphs depict on their vertical axes the Fig. 2b actually is a composite of two unrelated
numbers of peak maxima in simulations, as repre- figures and is presented as such for convenience. The
sented by open circles with error bars equal to one left-hand side of Fig. 2b shows results for 32 of the
standard deviation, values of p predicted by Eq. (3), C –C n-alkanes. Simulation and theory agree well1 40

as represented by open squares, and values of m, as and both show that separation almost is complete.
represented by open triangles. The horizontal axes The right-hand side of the figure shows results for
represent various attributes, e.g., types of mixtures, pesticides, with an attribute equal to carbon-number
fractions of mixtures, sources of mixtures, com- range. As before, the attribute represents different
pounds targeted by US Environmental Protection windows in a single complex chromatogram. The
Agency (EPA) methods, chemical functionality, etc. agreement between simulation and theory is very
The abbreviations used to label these axes are good and a fair amount of overlap results, especially
defined in Table 1 (e.g., ‘‘antihist’’ stands for in the C –C range. In the different ranges, the18 22

antihistamines). This type of axis is awkward, but we number of peaks is only 56–75% of the number of
think such graphs are the simplest means to convey components.
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Table 1
Explanation of abbreviations of attributes in Figs. 2 and 3.

Cm– Cn Fraction of chromatogram eluting between n-alkanes having
carbon numbers m and n

pep/spm Peppermint / spearmint /mint /eucalyptus oils
lem/ lim Lemon/ lime/orange /mandarin oils
thym/ros Thyme/rosemary/sage oils
pin ndle Pine needle /dwarf pine oils
cnm/bois Cinnamon/bois de rose oils
cara /dill Caraway/dill seed oils
star anis Star anise / fennel oils
bendiaz Benzodiazepines
barbitur Barbiturates
phnthiaz Phenothiazines
antidepr Antidepressants
anesth Anesthetics
antihist Antihistamines
CNS stm Central-nervous system stimulants
antipsy Antipsychotics
all cmpds All relevant compounds in the Pro ezGC database
CLP Chlorine-containing pesticides (internal library)
chlorine Chlorine-containing pesticides (home-built library)
nitrogen Nitrogen-containing pesticides
org-phos Organophosphorus pesticides
n-m (n,m are numbers) Fraction of PCB chromatogram whose first peak is the nth

eluting component and last peak is mth eluting component
PCNs Polychlorinated naphthalenes
sub2378 Chlorine-substituted 2,3,7,8

tetrachloro-dibenzo-p-dioxins / -dibenzofurans
m-n D/Fs Dibenzo-p-dioxins /dibenzofurans substituted by anywhere

from m to n chlorines

Note: All attributes that are numbers not preceded by the letter ‘‘A’’ and not containing dashes designate compounds targeted by the EPA
method having that number; an ‘‘Rx’’ following said number designates revision x. All numbers preceded by the letter ‘‘A’’ designate
Arochlors having that number.

Fig. 2c depicts results for flavors and fragrances, rates, opiates, antihistamines, etc.). The results on the
with an attribute equal to mixture source (e.g., pine figure’s left-hand side were obtained using databases
needle). As before, theory describes overlap in both supplied by the software distributer; the other results
simple mixtures (e.g., components of peppermint and were obtained using databases constructed in-house
spearmint oils) and more complex ones (e.g., Sets 1 from compounds in Pro ezGC. In general, simulation
to 3). Sets 1–3 on the figure’s right-hand side simply and theory agree well, except for the more complex
represent different windows in one complex chro- mixture of antidepressants. Both simulation and
matogram. For simple mixtures having less than 40 theory show that separation almost is complete, but
components, separation is almost complete as is this finding is unsurprising since the mixtures contain
confirmed by theory. In the complex mixtures, about 30 or fewer components.
however, some overlap occurs and the number of Fig. 2e depicts results for volatiles, with an
peaks is 83–89% of the number of components. attribute equal to compounds targeted by EPA meth-
These findings justify this group’s earlier predictions ods of analysis. However, the chromatographic con-
of overlap in complex gas chromatograms of lime ditions actually mimicked here differ in most cases
and peppermint oils [24]. from those mandated by EPA. Again, theory correct-

Fig. 2d depicts results for pharmaceutical drugs, ly describes the extent of overlap in the simulated
with an attribute equal to drug family (e.g., barbitu- chromatograms. The very simple mixture targeted by
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Fig. 2. Average numbers of peaks (s) and numbers m of components (n) in 100 chromatograms simulated on the stationary phase, 100%
methylsilicone, and average numbers p predicted by theory (h), vs various attributes. Error bars are one standard deviation of peak numbers
in simulations; attributes are described in text and in Table 1. (a) Petroleum, (b) n-alkanes and pesticides, (c) flavors and fragrances, (d)
drugs, (e) volatiles, and (f) industrial solvents.
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method 551 is almost completely separated. How- on the figure’s right-hand side is the active atom in
ever, the more complex mixtures produce chromato- the pesticide, e.g., chlorine, nitrogen, or phosphorus;
grams containing overlapping peaks. For all meth- the libraries of these compounds were built in-house.
ods, the number of observed peaks varies from 67 to The compounds targeted by most EPA methods are
88% of the number of components. well separated and theory confirms this finding. The

Fig. 2f depicts results for industrial solvents, with separation of compounds targeted by method 1618 is
an attribute equal to chemical functionality (e.g., incomplete, however, as is the separation of the large
alcohol, diethyl ether, etc.). Here, simulation and set of chlorinated pesticides. It is not surprising that
theory are close but do differ, and the disagreement these mixtures are not resolved fully, since they
often is significant (i.e., the theoretical p lies outside contain large numbers of compounds. In these two
the bounds of the standard deviation of the number cases, theory also agrees well with simulation.
of simulated peaks). In general, theory predicts Fig. 3c depicts results for semivolatiles and PAHs
slightly more peaks than are observed. containing C, N, and S atoms. The figure is com-

Fig. 3a–f are graphs similar to those discussed, prised of three parts, with one part dedicated to each
but for the stationary phase, 5% phenyl- /95% atom type. The attribute is carbon-number range and
methylsilicone (e.g., RTX-5, DB-5, etc.). The mix- represents different windows in three different com-
tures investigated are petroleum, phenoxy acids, plex chromatograms (i.e., one for C-PAHs, one for
pesticides, semivolatiles, C-, N-, and S-PAHs (poly- N-PAHs, and one for S-PAHs). Overlap is extensive,
nuclear aromatic hydrocarbons), Arochlors, poly- and in general the numbers of peaks determined by
chlorinated biphenyls, polychlorinated naphthalenes, simulation and predicted by theory agree well (al-
polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzo- though some small differences do exist). The excep-
furans, and drugs. Fig. 3a is a composite of two tion is for S-PAHs spanning the range C –C ; as in11 25

unrelated figures (presented as such for con- the disagreements reported earlier, theory predicts a
venience), with the results for petroleum on the greater number of peaks than is observed.
left-hand side and for phenoxy acids on the right- Fig. 3d depicts results for Arochlors, polychlori-
hand side. The attribute of petroleum is carbon- nated biphenyls (PCBs), and polychlorinated naph-
number range, and results are presented as different thalenes (PCNs) in a graph comprised of three parts.
windows in a single complex chromatogram. The The attribute of the Arochlors is identification num-
agreement between simulation and theory is general- ber (e.g., 1254). All 209 PCBs are considered, and
ly very good. Of some surprise is the slight disagree- the first 70 PCBs that elute are identified by ‘‘1–70’’,
ment between simulation and theory for the C –C the next set of 70 by ‘‘71–140’’, and the final 69 by13 18

range, since excellent agreement was found for ‘‘141–209’’. In other words, the PCB attribute
nearly the same range on 100% methylsilicone (see represents different windows in one complex chro-
Fig. 2a). matogram. The PCNs are treated separately, with the

The right-hand side of Fig. 3a depicts results for label ‘‘PCN’’ as the attribute.
phenoxy acids. Two of the three attributes identify The results show that overlap is fairly high in the
compounds targeted by EPA methods; the third different Arochlors, except for the simple 1221
identifies all phenoxy acids in the database. The mixture, and theory also predicts the amount of
simple mixtures targeted by EPA methods are well overlap. Similar results are found for the PCBs.
separated and theory confirms this. However, a Here, the overlap is especially severe, with the
marked disagreement exists between theory and number of peaks equalling only 45 to 67% of the
simulation, when all phenoxy acids are considered. number of components. Again, theory correctly
As was the case for industrial solvents on 100% predicts these numbers. This finding is of particular
methylsilicone (see Fig. 2f), theory predicts a greater interest, since overlap studies based on Fourier
number of peaks than is found. analysis show that these mixture types actually are

Fig. 3b depicts results for pesticides. The attri- better described by pdfs other than Poisson [34].
butes on the figure’s left-hand side are compounds Simulation and theory diverge for the PCNs, how-
targeted by various EPA methods. A second attribute ever, and theory overestimates the number of peaks.
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2, but the stationary phase is 5% phenyl- /95% methylsilicone. (a) Petroleum and phenoxy acids, (b) pesticides, (c)
semivolatiles and C-, N-, and S-containing polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), (d) Arochlors, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs),
and polychlorinated naphthalenes (PCNs), (e) polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/Fs), and (f) drugs.
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Fig. 3e depicts results for polychlorinated di- variance–time curves are useful in this identification
benzo-p-dioxins (PCDDs) and dibenzofurans when the SCP density is constant [30]. In our
(PCDFs), or PCDD/Fs. The attribute, ‘‘sub2378’’, simulations, the SCP density usually varied, and we
designates subsequent chlorine substitutions of the do not know how to interpret variance–time curves
toxic isomers, 2,3,7,8 PCDD/F; the attribute ‘‘m-n calculated from equations derived for the constant-
D/Fs’’ designates PCDD/Fs substituted by anywhere density case (the variance so determined is larger
from m to n chlorines. This second attribute repre- than that expected for the constant-density Poisson
sents different windows in a single complex chro- case). All we can state now is that theory will fail in
matogram. The substituted 2,3,7,8 isomers are well a small number of cases and that we must find
resolved and theory confirms the separation. How- criteria to identify these cases.
ever, the substituted PCDD/Fs generally are subject In those cases to which theory does apply, a
to extensive overlap, as confirmed by theory. simple pattern is evident. Most mixtures containing

Fig. 3f depicts results for pharmaceutical drugs. roughly 40 compounds or less can be resolved or
Two axes for p and m are shown, with the left-hand nearly resolved. In contrast, mixtures containing
axis relevant to all results except those on the larger numbers of compounds are subject to overlap,
extreme right-hand side. In general, the simple and the amount of overlap increases with increasing
mixtures containing 13 or fewer compounds are well numbers of compounds. The number, 40, is not
resolved, and theory does a fair job in predicting this. talismanic, however, and is subject to variation as
However, the entire database of drugs is resolved separation conditions change.
incompletely, and theory underestimates the peak In closing, it is useful to consider extensions and
number. The underestimation is intriguing, since improvements of our work. It easily can be expanded
previous disagreements resulted from overestimating to examine other chromatographic conditions, e.g.,
p. different rates of temperature programming, column

lengths and diameters, mobile phases, mobile-phase
velocities, stationary-phase thicknesses, etc. Here, we

5. Conclusions used only typical separation conditions, with our
criterion being completion of separation within a

It is tempting to suggest our findings reflect the reasonable time. Undoubtedly, separation could be
behavior of real-world nonpolar mixtures subject to improved in some cases by use of different con-
gas chromatography on nonpolar stationary phases. ditions (e.g., the separation of C –C compounds in1 5

In truth, however, they actually reflect the behavior petroleum mixtures could be improved by reducing
of mixtures comprised of compounds in the Pro the initial capillary temperature). Of particular inter-
ezGC database. The criteria for the inclusion of est is the examination of polar stationary phases, e.g.,
compounds in the database were the availability of polyethylene glycol. Furthermore, it would be most
literature data and the compounds’ relevance to unwise to draw far-reaching conclusions from the
current legal, environmental, and health issues. Such overlap of compounds targeted by various EPA
a database, while extensive, does not necessarily methods, since the actual analytical methods man-
represent real-world mixtures. However, it may well dated by EPA were not used here. Finally, our
represent real-world mixtures in which chemists chromatogram simulations could be improved by
currently have interest. using algorithms that more realistically mimic SCP

With this thought in mind, we think our findings amplitudes than do exponential random-number
strongly vindicate the predictive power of statistical- generators (e.g., n-alkanes consistently produce
overlap theory, and in particular the point-process strong responses in petroleum because of high
overlap theory based on the Poisson pdf, as applied abundance).
to complex gas chromatograms of nonpolar mixtures
developed on nonpolar stationary phases. While this
vindication is satisfying, criteria currently are lacking Acknowledgements
by which we can identify the low percentage of cases
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